An almost un'versal Justification for high-level language computers is the view that "the prime monvatlon for developing such a machine is IO reduce system costs. for while hardware logic is becommg much cheaper. software IS consuming a greater proportion of total system costs. A tremendous savmgs can be obtained by designing computer hardware that is oriented to aiding the programmer rather than to simplifying the computer designer's job."2r
The solution to the software problem has appeared to be an increased use of "inexpensive" hardware. According to this viewpoint. the way to use this extra hardware is to raise the level of Ihe machine language.
so that in most cases there exists a one-to-one mapping between the sottree language and the internal machine language. One high-level instruction is intended to perform the task of several lower level inattuctions. potentially allowing faster execution. Higher-level instructions are believed to imply that a compiler should be smaller. simpler to implement. and should run faster than a compiler for a lower-level language machine. In many cases. mapping from the source to the internal form is a simple enough task to be done by software or hardware with the complexity of a preprocessor. High-level instructions are predicted to lower overall system development costs due to simpler compiler development and an improvement in debugging time.
since the machine instructtons reflect the operations in the user's source program.
Though not always stated as such. the above arguments for
HLLCs are properly focused on the goal of achieving a more costeffective computing system than IS available from existing architectures. The pnmary means used to achieve a more cost-effective system are: (1) Faster computing through a new architecture and (2) Lower cost computing through reduced software costs. The desirability of these goals is not disputed. but many claims as to how thex goals might be reached appear questionable. feel that one of the lessons learned from SYMBOL is that the arbitrary nugration of software to hardware will simply result m the exchange of software releases for engineering change orders.
Raponse:
There is very little argument wtth the basic tenet of this axiom. There IS concern. however. that many proposed architectural dirmiorts do not serve to create a more efficacious computer system.
Support for high-level languages is too often attacked by designing a computer to execute a panicular language. with a tailored instruction zt which has a high-level one-lo-one mapping between the external source language and the internal machine Iunguage. This practice is seen as dangerous for two reasons. First. I( imposes a global view which must conform to one particular language. and second. it emphasizes language support more than the efficiency of the entlre system.
For most programmmg environments. a system must be able to effectively support multiple languages. If rhe pnmary language for the machine IS not a good systems programmmg language. then the implementation of the systems language may turn out lo be inefficient.
Even if not seen by the end user. a systems language IS required for implementing the operating system. compilers and other machine dependent software. It is not uncommon for an operating system to consume a third of the processing resources of a machine. Severe performance degradatton is likely if the tailored mstructluns for the user language do not lend rhemselves to the efficient implementation of the systems language. A single instruction set tailored to one particular language is constrictive. as tt can make implementatmn of other languages difficult and inefficient.
While the implementation of programmmg languages is important, this is only a partial step to achieving an efficient system. The architecture must make provisions for efficiently supponmg operatmg systems issues such as process handling. memory management. file storage. penpheral interfacmp. text processmg and program compllalion. Paying attentton to the execution of the task at hand IS more important than the tmplementatton of the language m which the task will be programmed. Response: Code compactness IS often used as a measure of the quality of a computer: this seems a reasonable measure from an informanon theoretic pomt of view. Yet ic is highly quesclonahle whether code compactton actually achieves cost or speed goals. Also in questton is whether code compaction is due primarily to the high-level nature of the instruction set.
Code compaction is said to help achieve a lower cost computer because less memory is rquirrd to run the same algorithm and thus less memory will have to be purchased. There are several weaknesses to this argument. To be significant. memory savings need to he sub srantial. particularly where a large hardware investment IS needed to achieve code compactlon.
Secondly. very few systems are purchawd with rhe knowledge thar only one parocular algortthm of a fixed size will be run. Memory savings are directly related to the amount ot interpretatton inherent in the instruction set. The memory savings on an APL machine is likely to be much greater than on an ALGOL machine.
If we take the principle that a HLLC should be ithle to implement a variety of languages. then it is unlikely that one mstruction set could achieve such a large savings. Finally. considering the rapidly falling cost of memory. program size reduction will hecome lrv~ important in total system cost.
Compact programs are also assumed 10 be desirable because they enhance execution. A common argument is that if a machine has 1o fetch fewer total bits. then it can fetch them faster. causing an improvement in execution times. This has two fundamental fallacies.
The speed of the machine is not enttrely limited hy the data transfer rate. and rhe total number of bits fetched is not as Important as the number of words fetched. A vivid example of the effect of code compaetion was discovered in an informal expenment where the size of pmgrams was reduced 20-30% on an Interdata X132 hy using a loader which substituted short addrmes for long addresses. Though the size of the programs was noticeably different. the execution speed when both versions were run differed by less than one per cent.15 The paradox is explained by the fact rhal the computer uses an instruction pre fetch which negates any difference in program fetch times. Again. in order 10 be effective. memory savings must be sigmficant.
It should be noted that many comparisons of code density were made with respect to machines which are known IO however. serve the useful purpose of focusing on the function rather than the implementation of a HLLCS.
The following desetiption of a High-Level Language Computer
System. as it appears to a use.r of that system. is proposed as a more discriminatory definition.
A High-&vcl Lrr#t#tta~c Computer SwIem II ow IhaI:
(1) Uses high-level lanlqttages for all progranwnm~. drbttggrnR and other userhytcm interactions. Any system that claims it is a HLLCS must meet these three requirements. The first simply requires that all programming be done in a high-level language. The second requtrement can not be met by omission. Debugging tools for a HLLCS*must exist which allow the user to query the system about the status of his program with the same degree of detail which might be expected using a machine language debugger.+ In order to meet the third requirement. the transformation between the high-level programmmg language and any internal machine language must be transparently revetsible. The HLLESF may also be an mdirect measure of the quality of the software that ts developed on a computer. A very small HLLESF would encourage programmers to remove all error checking once the program is "'debugged". As there is some doubt whether a large program is ever debugged. disregarding error checking during production runs is certainly an undesirable practice.
Conversely, one would expect systems wtth a HLLESF close to one to encourage programmers to leave the error checking in their programs. thereby enhancing reliability. Given the same caliber of programmers and computers of the same performance. one would expect that the higher the HLLESF. the greater the reliability of the software produced.
This approach to a measure of executton support can also be generalized to measures for program stze and preparation ttme. The HLL Size Support Faaor fHL.LSSF) is deftned to be the ratto of the stxe of the complete set of programs requtred to wrtte and execute (I.e..
source. object) P ustng L to the size of the programs of P using H.
The HLL Prcparanon rrmc Suppon Facror rHLLPSFJ is defined to be the ratto of the preparatton time (i.e..comptIation. linking. loading)
for the of the complete set of programs P usmg L to the program prepattton time of P using H. HLLSSF and HLLPSF are less important than HLLESF. but they are interestmg measures.
Designing High-Level Language Computer Systems
High-level language computer systems will be budt: it is just a matter of when and how cost effective they will be. In an attempt to push designs along a successful path. we would like to speculate on several attributes which we feel will be part of a high-performance cost-effective HLLCS of the mid 1980's.
Attribute I. 'The system will efficiently support a systems programming languages such as BCPL. J' BLISS."? or C.'" for writing the operating system. complers. debuggers. editors. and other software which must deal with the low level details of the machme and IIS penphcrals.
Attribute 2. The archttecture will be orirnted towards the support of operating systems. For example, process handling and context switching must be extremely efficient. It is not uncommon for a third of the CPU resources of current computing systems to be used for the operating system and other utilities not directly concerned with the execution of a user's application program. Attribute 3. There will be one or more instructton sets which will be output from high-level language compilers. The number of specifically tailored instructions sets will be related to the differences in the level of interpretation inherent tn the languages supported by the system.
For example, BCPL. BLISS. and C comptlers are likely to generate code ustng the same instruction set. though different msttuction sets will be used for highly interpretive languages such as LISP and SNG-BOL.
Attribute 4. The instructton set(s) will be opttmized for the way progtamming languages are used. Special purpose hardware will be dedicated only for those functions which are known to occur frquently.
There wdl generally not exist a one-to-one correspondence between the sattee and object code. The "level" of the instruction set will be raised only when there are specific advantages to be gained.
Attribute 5. The instruction set will be designed to be generated by a 
